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I quaderni del bridge
2011

the first overview of the unique encounter between artists and the prominent marxist current
workerism also known as operaismo during the 1960s and 1970s workerism and autonomia were
prominent marxist currents however it is rarely acknowledged that these movements inspired
many visual artists such as the members of archizoom gordon matta clark and gianfranco
baruchello this book focuses on the aesthetic and cultural discourse developed by three
generations of militants including mario tronti antonio negri bifo and silvia federici and how
it was appropriated by artists architects graphic designers and architectural historians such
as manfredo tafuri images of classsignposts key moments of this dialogue ranging from the
drawings published on classe operaia to potere operaio s exhibition in paris the metropolitan
indians zines a feminist art collective who adhered to the wages for housework campaign and
the n group s experiments with gestalt theory featuring more than 140 images of artworks many
published here for the first time this volume provides an original perspective on post war
italian culture and new insights into some of the most influential marxist movements of the
twentieth and twenty first centuries worldwide

Images of Class
2022-09-06

in this edited book various novel approaches to problems of current interest in civil
engineering are demonstrated the topics range from dynamic band seismic problems to the
analysis of long span structures and ancient buildings experts associated within the lagrange
laboratory present recent research results on functionally graded or composite materials
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granular materials geotechnics as well as frictional or adhesive contact problems

Italian Books and Periodicals
1974

drawing on the rich recent season of gramscian philological studies this book offers a
reconsideration of gramsci s theory of the state and concept of philosophy arguing that a
renewal of the philosophy of praxis constitutes a necessary element in the contemporary
revitalisation of marxism

Novel Approaches in Civil Engineering
2013-09-10

the twenty one studies assembled in this volume focus on the apparatus and practitioners of
religions in the western roman empire the enclaves temples altars and monuments that served
the cults of a wide range of divinities through the medium of priests and worshippers
discussion focuses on the analysis or reconstruction of the centres at which devotees gathered
and draws on the full range of available evidence while literary authorities remain of primary
concern these are for the most part overshadowed by other categories of evidence in particular
archaeology epigraphy numismatics and iconography sources in some cases confirmed by the
latest geophysical techniques electrical resistivity tomography or ground probing radar the
material is conveniently presented by geographical area using modern rather than latin
terminology rome italy britain gaul spain hungary along with a broader section that covers the
empire in general the titles of the various articles speak for themselves but readers may find
the preface of interest in so far as it sets out my ideas on the use of ancient evidence and
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the pitfalls of some of the approaches favoured by modern scholars together with the wide
range of individual papers the preface makes the book of interest to all students of the roman
empire as well as those specifically concerned with the history of religions

Bibliography of the History of Medicine
1984

this book features contributions addressing the area of specialised and professional discourse
analysis at both the micro and macro levels it offers analyses of the language of medicine
sports bureaucratic forms and advertisements and academic language throughout the volume
specialised discourse is approached from a variety of linguistic literary and cultural
perspectives as well as from those of content analysis discourse analysis membership
categorisation devices and semantic p

The Gramscian Moment
2009

this book is the first general work to be published on technology in late antiquity it seeks
to survey aspects of the technology of the period and to respond to questions about
technological continuity stagnation and decline the book opens with a comprehensive
bibliographic essay that provides an overview of relevant literature the main section then
explores technologies in agriculture production metal ceramics and glass engineering and
building papers draw on both archaeological and textual sources and on analogies with medieval
and early modern technologies reference is made not only to the periods which preceded it but
to the transition to the early middle ages and to the technological heritage of late antiquity
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to the islamic world several papers focus on italy whilst others consider north africa asia
minor and the near east

Cult Places and Cult Personnel in the Roman Empire
2023-05-31

annually published since 1930 the international bibliography of historical sciences ibohs is
an international bibliography of the most important historical monographs and periodical
articles published throughout the world which deal with history from the earliest to the most
recent times the works are arranged systematically according to period region or historical
discipline and within this classification alphabetically the bibliography contains a
geographical index and indexes of persons and authors

Discourses in Co(n)text
2015-06-18

in these reflections on the mercurial qualities of style in ovid s meta morphoses garth tissol
contends that stylistic features of the ever shifting narrative surface such as wordplay
narrative disruption and the self conscious reworking of the poetic tradition are thematically
significant it is the style that makes the process of reading the work a changing
transformative experience as it both embodies and reflects the poem s presentation of the
world as defined by instability and flux tissol deftly illustrates that far from being merely
ornamental style is as much a site for interpretation as any other element of ovid s art in
the first chapter tissol argues that verbal wit and wordplay are closely linked to ovidian
metamorphoses wit challenges the ordinary conceptual categories of ovid s readers disturbing
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and extending the meanings and references of words thereby it contributes on the stylistic
level to the readers apprehension of flux on a larger scale parallel disturbances occur in the
progress of narratives in the second and third chapters the author examines surprise and
abrupt alteration of perspective as important features of narrative style we experience
reading as a transformative process not only in the characteristic indirection and
unpredictability of ovid s narrative but also in the memory of his predecessors in the fourth
chapter tissol shows how ovid subsumes vergil s aeneid into the metamorphoses in an especially
rich allusive exploitation one which contrasts vergil s aetiological themes with those of his
own work originally published in 1997 the princeton legacy library uses the latest print on
demand technology to again make available previously out of print books from the distinguished
backlist of princeton university press these editions preserve the original texts of these
important books while presenting them in durable paperback and hardcover editions the goal of
the princeton legacy library is to vastly increase access to the rich scholarly heritage found
in the thousands of books published by princeton university press since its founding in 1905

Technology in Transition
2007

four generations of the aristocratic barberini family and its vassals clashed over how the
early modern roman countryside should be governed villagers sometimes cultivated noble
interference but they frequently resisted it through the strategies of adversarial literacy
political ways of reading and writing that challenged noble hegemony in the village
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2002
2011-07-11

uniting thirty years of authoritative scholarship by a master of textual detail machiavelli s
virtue is a comprehensive statement on the founder of modern politics harvey mansfield reveals
the role of sects in machiavelli s politics his advice on how to rule indirectly and the
ultimately partisan character of his project and shows him to be the founder of such modern
and diverse institutions as the impersonal state and the energetic executive accessible and
elegant this groundbreaking interpretation explains the puzzles and reveals the ambition of
machiavelli s thought the book brings together essays that have mapped mansfield s paths of
reflection over the past thirty years the ground one would think is ancient and familiar but
mansfield manages to draw out some understandings or recognitions jarringly new hadley arkes
new criterion mansfield s book more than rewards the close reading it demands colin walters
washington times a masterly new book on the renaissance courtier statesman and political
philosopher mansfield seeks to rescue machiavelli from liberalism s anodyne rehabilitation
roger kimball the wall street journal

The Face of Nature
2014-07-14

examines the developments that paved the way for the surrealist movement in literature and art
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Patrons and Adversaries
2005

this book is a collection of papers written by outstanding researchers in the newly emerging
field of computational semantics it is aimed at those linguists computer scientists and
logicians who want to know more about the algorithmic realization of meaning in natural
language and about what is happening in this field of research it includes a general
introduction by the editors

Catalogo dei libri in commercio
1999

politica cultura economia

Machiavelli's Virtue
1998-02-25

romulus founded rome but why does the myth give him a twin brother remus who is killed at the
moment of the foundation this mysterious legend has been oddly neglected roman historians
ignore it as irrelevant to real history students of myth concentrate on the more glamorous
mythology of greece in this book professor wiseman provides for the first time a detailed
analysis of all the variants of the story and a historical explanation for its origin and
development his conclusions offer important new insights both into the history and ideology of
pre imperial rome and into the methods and motives of myth creation in a non literate society
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in the richly unfamiliar rome of pan hermes and circe the witch goddess where a general grows
miraculous horns and prophets demand human sacrifice remus stands for the unequal struggle of
the many against the powerful few

The Rise of Surrealism
2012-02-01

in the course of the long debate on the nature and the classification of signs from boethius
to ockham there are at least three lines of thought the stoic heritage that influences
augustine abelard francis bacon the aristotelian tradition stemming from the commentaries on
de interpretatione the discussion of the grammarians from priscian to the modistae modern
interpreters are frequently misled by the fact that the various authors regularly used the
same terms such a homogeneous terminology however covers profound theoretical differences the
aim of these essays is to show that the medieval theory of signs does not represent a unique
body of semiotic notions there are diverse and frequently alternative semiotic theories this
book thus represents an attempt to encourage further research on the still unrecognized
variety of the semiotic approaches offered by the medieval philosophies of language

Computing Meaning
2012-12-06

masonry constructions are the great majority of the buildings in europe s historic centres and
the most important monuments of its architectural heritage given the age of these
constructions the demand for safety assessments and restoration projects is pressing and
constant still within the broad studies in the subject it is not yet recognised in particular
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within the seismic area a unitary approach to deal with masonry structures this successful
book contributes to clarify the issues with a rigorous approach offering a comprehensive new
statics of masonry constructions this third edition has been driven by some recent
developments of the research in the field and it gives the fundamentals of statics with an
original and rigorous mathematical formulation further in depth inquired in this new version
with many refinements and improvements the book investigates the static behaviour of many
historic monuments such as the gothic cathedrals the mycenaean tholoi the pantheon the
colosseum the domes of santa maria del fiore in florence and st peter s in rome as well as the
leaning tower of pisa the last chapter the 11th regarding the behaviour of masonry buildings
under seismic actions has been modified and integrated in order to take into account the
numerous recent achievements of the research in the dynamic and seismic analysis the focal
point is that there s no dissipation of energy during the deformation of masonry structures
even if accompanied by cracks if properly reinforced masonry constructions have the sole
resource to escape the seismic action developing the rocking without failure under alternate
seismic action in this context the rocking of pier walls the main resistant components of the
masonry structure has been here thoroughly examined furthermore the out of plane and the in
plane seismic strengths of masonry walls with openings has been investigated within the
framework of limit analysis through an interdisciplinary approach involving mathematics
engineering and architecture this book highlights the tight connection existing between the
statics of masonry constructions and the principles that ruled the history of constructions
since the beginnings as far as the seventeenth century

Bibliografia nazionale italiana
1985

yesterday on my way back from the museum my head is full of images of storms a boundless sea
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of paintings and photographs other storms i build like a backdrop with sombre and anonymous
characters impossible to identify i remain thus all evening pressed up against the existence
of a storm without feeling threatened waiting after a few moments i become i am the storm the
disruption the precipitation the agitation that puts reality in peril carla carlson is at the
hotel clarendon in quebec city trying to finish a novel nearby a woman preoccupied with
sadness and infatuated with her boss catalogues antiquities at the museum of civilization
every night the two women meet at the hotel bar and talk about childhood and parents and
landscapes about time and art about descartes and francis bacon and writing when yesterday at
the hotel clarendon appeared in french as hier the media called it the pinnacle of brossard s
remarkable forty year literary career from its intersection of four women emerges a kind of
art installation a lively read in which life and death and the vertigo of ruins tangle
themselves together to say something about history and desire and art hier is a book in which
the love of language authorial anxiety and the generosity of a writer who has dedicated
herself to the craft of writing are truly revealed le devoir an explorer of language brossard
has for many years pursued a demanding and unarguably original oeuvre hier her latest book is
a kind of sum or synthesis of her research and her meditations lettres quebecoises

L'espresso
1979

annually published since 1930 the international bibliography of historical sciences ibohs is
an international bibliography of the most important historical monographs and periodical
articles published throughout the world which deal with history from the earliest to the most
recent times the works are arranged systematically according to period region or historical
discipline and within this classification alphabetically the bibliography contains a
geographical index and indexes of persons and authors
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Remus
1995-08-25

schwabe epicurea herausgegeben von michael erler und wolfgang rother in dieser reihe
erscheinen texte kommentare und studien zu epikur und zur epikureischen tradition bis zur
neuzeit dem wissenschaftlichen beirat gehören an graziano arrighetti pisa jürgen hammerstaedt
köln carlos levy paris anthony a long university of california berkeley francesca longo
auricchio napoli antony mckenna saint étienne günther mensching hannover martin mulsow erfurt
dirk obbink oxford gianni paganini vercelli david sedley christs college cambridge edoardo
tortarolo vercelli die reihe ist offen für die internationale forschung die bücher können in
deutsch englisch französisch oder italienisch abgefasst werden

On the Medieval Theory of Signs
1989-01-01

biography of these artist and writer brothers that places them within the context of myth
history and italian culture politics

Statics of Historic Masonry Constructions
2017-07-05

the gap between psychotherapeutic practice and clinical theory is ever widening therapists
still don t know what role interpersonal relations play in the development of the most common
psychopathologies valeria ugazio bridges this gap by examining phobias obsessive compulsions
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eating disorders and depression in the context of the family using an intersubjective approach
to personality her concept of semantic polarities gives a groundbreaking perspective to the
construction of meaning in the family and other interpersonal contexts at no point is theory
left in the wasteland of abstraction the concreteness of the many case studies recounted and
examples taken from well known novels will allow readers to immediately connect the topics
discussed with their own experience

Yesterday, at the Hotel Clarendon
2005

the present collection samples the most current approaches to lucan s poem its themes its
dialogue with other texts its reception in medieval and early modern literature and its
relevance to audiences of all times

1997
2013-05-08

this is the first in depth analysis of the impact of italian unification on the hitherto
isolated communities of rural sicily traditional explanations of sicily s instability depict a
society trapped by a feudal past lucy riall finds instead that many areas of the island were
experiencing a period of rapid modernization as local government increased their
organizational efforts beginning with the period prior to the revolution of 1860 dr riall
shows why successive attempts at political reform failed and analyses the effects of this
failure she describes the bitter and violent conflict between rival elites and the mounting
tide of peasant unrest which together threatened the status quo within the isolated
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communities of the sicilian interior through an examination of the problems of local
government tax collection conscription the organization of policing and of attempts to
suppress peasant disturbances and control crime she shows that the modernization of the
sicilian countryside both undermined the control of the central government and made the
countryside itself more unstable

Authority and Authoritative Texts in the Epicurean Tradition
2023-10-09

robert cox s writings have had a profound influence on recent developments in thinking in
world politics and political economy in many countries this book brings together for the first
time his most important essays grouped around the theme of world order the volume is divided
into sections dealing respectively with theory with the application of cox s approach to
recent changes in world political economy and with multilateralism and the problem of global
governance the book also includes a critical review of cox s work by timothy sinclair and an
essay by cox tracing his own intellectual journey this volume will be an essential guide to
robert cox s critical approach to world politics for students and teachers of international
relations international political economy and international organisation

Art of Enigma
2010-11-01

since unification italy has grown from a backward agrarian society into one of the world s
leading industrial powers yet her history exhibits spectacular disunities inconsistencies and
paradoxes dominated by political catholicism she has also been home to fascism the mafia and
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the largest communist movement outside the eastern bloc her politics are notoriously
fissiparous yet policy itself never changes until now this timely absorbing and richly
illustrated account of the historical development of the italian nation state traces the main
paradoxes of what italy has been and questions what she may become

Semantic Polarities and Psychopathologies in the Family
2013-08-21

groundbreaking essays on sephardic jewish families in the ottoman empire and western sephardic
communities

Brill's Companion to Lucan
2011-09-23

this book provides an extensive overview and analysis of current work on semiotics that is
being pursued globally in the areas of literature the visual arts cultural studies media the
humanities natural sciences and social sciences semiotics also known as structuralism is one
of the major theoretical movements of the 20th century and its influence as a way to conduct
analyses of cultural products and human practices has been immense this is a comprehensive
volume that brings together many otherwise fragmented academic disciplines and currents
uniting them in the framework of semiotics addressing a longstanding need it provides a global
perspective on recent and ongoing semiotic research across a broad range of disciplines the
handbook is intended for all researchers interested in applying semiotics as a critical lens
for inquiry across diverse disciplines
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Sicily and the Unification of Italy
1998-03-12

this remarkably rich and multifaceted study of early greek exploration makes an original
contribution to current discussions of the encounters between greeks and non greeks focusing
in particular on myths about odysseus and other heroes who visited foreign lands on their
mythical voyages homeward after the trojan war irad malkin shows how these stories functioned
to mediate encounters and conceptualize ethnicity and identity during the archaic and
classical periods synthesizing a wide range of archaeological mythological and literary
sources this exceptionally learned book strengthens our understanding of early greek
exploration and city founding along the coasts of the western mediterranean reconceptualizes
the role of myth in ancient societies and revitalizes our understanding of ethnicity in
antiquity malkin shows how the figure of odysseus became a proto colonial hero whose influence
transcended the greek speaking world the return myths constituted a generative mythology
giving rise to oral poems stories iconographic imagery rituals historiographical
interpretation and the articulation of ethnic identities reassessing the role of homer and
alternative return myths the book argues for the active historical function of myth and
collective representations and traces their changing roles through a spectrum of colonial
perceptions from the proto colonial through justifications of expansion and annexation and up
to decolonization

Approaches to World Order
1996-03-28

examines the relation between imperialism and religion through the practice of good government
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in spanish naples ideal for courses on the renaissance imperialism the spanish world european
history diplomatic international relations and the general reader interested in cultural
history renaissance italy social minorities and religious rituals

Italy Since 1800
2014-09-11

cinzia padovani takes an in depth look at italian public service broadcasting covering its
history its role in italian society its relationship to the political party system and its
influence on cultural and linguistic unification in italy

Sephardi Family Life in the Early Modern Diaspora
2010-12-14

how to deal with gender women gender roles feminism and gender equality in teaching practices
following in the footsteps of the athena thematic network atgender brings together specialists
in women s and gender studies feminist research women s rights gender equality and diversity
in the book series teaching with gender the partners in this network have collected articles
on a wide range of teaching practices in the field of gender the books in this series address
challenges and possibilities of teaching about women and gender in a wide range of educational
contexts the authors discuss pedagogical theoretical and political dimensions of learning and
teaching about women and gender the books contain teaching material reflections on feminist
pedagogies and practical discussions about the development of gender sensitive curricula in
specific fields all books address the crucial aspects of education in europe today increasing
international mobility the growing importance of interdisciplinarity and the many practices of
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life long learning and training that take place outside the traditional programmes of higher
education these books will be indispensable tools for educators who take seriously the
challenge of teaching with gender teaching race with a gendered edge responds to the need to
approach the idea of race from a feminist perspective this collection of essays aims to
broaden our understanding of both race and gender by highlighting the intersections and
intertwinedness of race gender and other axes of inequality the book also points to the
importance of taking colonial legacies into account when it comes to the understanding of
contemporary forms of racisms in an increasingly globalised and interconnected world this
perspective is essential for understanding the dynamics of identity politics but also for
pointing towards possible ways of intervention and change the essays in the book discuss
historically contextualised examples of the intersections of race and gender from different
localities in europe and beyond and provide readers with a rich body of resources and teaching
material

Foreign Acquisitions Newsletter
1970

the roads of roman italy offers a complete re evaluation of both the evidence and the
interpretation of roman land transport the book utilises archaeological epigraphic and
literary evidence for roman communications drawing on recent approaches to the human landscape
developed by geographers among the topics considered are the relationship between the road and
the human landscape the administration and maintenance of the road system the role of roads as
imperial monuments the economics of road construction and urban development
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International Handbook of Semiotics
2015-05-11

publisher description

The Returns of Odysseus
1998-11-30

this volume brings together important theoretical and methodological issues currently being
debated in the field of history of education the contributions shed insightful and critical
light on the historiography of education on issues of de colonization on the historical
development of the educational sciences and on the potentiality attached to the use of new and
challenging source material

Church and State in Spanish Italy
2020-03-26

A Fatal Attraction
2005
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Teaching "Race" with a Gendered Edge
2012-05-20

The Roads of Roman Italy
2002-01-31

Floods of the Tiber in Ancient Rome
2007-03-05

Folds of Past, Present and Future
2021-09-07
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